different model frameworks provided a more dependable mean estimate that 38 and 49% deforestation was prevented with an uncertainty range of 1900 and 1000 km 2 . The consensus ensembles used agreement between the projections and found that the seven examples with a uniform calibration period produced an error margin of ±435.94 km 2 and a prevented forest loss estimate of 50%. Using all 21 projections with diverse calibration periods improved these errors to ±179.26 km 2 with a 53% estimate of prevented forest loss. Whilst we achieved a method of combining projections of different frameworks to reduce uncertainty of individual modelling frameworks, demonstrating a control model and accounting for non-linear conditions are challenges that will provide better confidence in this method as an operational tool. Such retrospective evidence could be used to make Abstract Ensemble techniques, common in many disciplines, have yet to be fully exploited with spatially explicit projections from land-change models. We trial a land-change model ensemble to assess the impact of policies designed to conserve tropical rainforest at the municipality scale in Brazil, noting the achievements made and challenges ahead. Four spatial model frameworks that were calibrated with the same predictor variables produced 21 counterfactual simulations of the actual landscape. Individual projections with a uniform calibration period gave estimates that between 29 and 68% of the simulated deforestation was saved, but lacked an uncertainty estimate, whilst batch projections from two Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s40808-017-0376-y) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. timely rewards for efforts of governments and municipalities to support tropical forest conservation and help mitigate deforestation.
Introduction
Ensemble modelling is common in many disciplines such as economics, management, systematics, biomedicine, ecology, meteorology and climatology and involves the comparison and/or combination of several model simulations to give a summarised outcome New 2007, Knutti et al. 2010) . However, one such discipline that has yet to exploit this procedure is spatially explicit land-change modelling. Here, we investigate the potential of applying ensemble modelling techniques to this discipline, where land-cover estimates play a fundamental supporting role in the development of building global climate (e.g. Pielke et al. 2002 Pielke et al. , 2011 and biodiversity scenarios (e.g. Nelson et al. 2010 ). There are good reasons for generating ensembles. In climatology, combining several models (Tebaldi and Knutti 2007) has improved climate predictions (Laprise et al. 2013) by reducing noise or unforced variability that may be present in each of the input models (Taylor et al. 2012) . With many categories of output data organised as grids in a time series, data is well suited for climate model ensembles, presenting robust summaries such as precipitation with confidence intervals and reported errors over large spatial areas (e.g. Sylla et al. 2015) . In principle, this could be true in landchange modelling. However, in practice detailed regular time series data are rare with land-change maps, models are run on categorical data at discrete time points, such as a binary forest and non-forest map for a given year (Rosa et al. 2014) , often produced from supporting datasets which themselves have discrepancies in their classification (e.g. Bai et al. 2014) . Thus climatological ensemble methods are difficult to apply to land-change modelling without adaptation. Ecological modellers, who also have limited data, have investigated the pros and cons of using different ensemble approaches including, bounding box, average, consensus, committee, and Bayesian methods (Araújo and New 2007) . Out of these, the consensus ensemble was most promising, as it summarises variability (Buisson et al. 2010 ) and provides a measure of central tendency that shows the signal above the noise of errors and uncertainty (Araújo and New 2007) . Mapping the consensus model can then give a geographical dimension to direct policy attention and modelling to areas of uncertainty (Diniz-Filho et al. 2009 ); a useful application for spatially explicit land-change modelling.
Consensus modelling is already becoming more prevalent in ecology for resource management and planning (Zhang et al. 2015) ; a trend which land-change models may well follow if their potential can be demonstrated.
Spatially explicit multiple land-change model investigations are rare, and their focus has been on understanding the relative performance and different outcomes from different modelling frameworks. This has been done using different study locations for nine models (Pontius et al. 2008) , using the same input data for four different models (Mas et al. 2014) , and post-hoc comparison of different model projections against observed maps of change (Rosa et al. 2014) . Other approaches include the effects of different calibrations within the same model (Soares-Filho et al. 2013 ) and the variation in land-change projections with different combinations of models (Olmedo et al. 2015) . Prestele et al. (2016) used the differences in the characteristics of 11 different global model projections with different input data, to search for uncertain areas of land-use change where models did not agree.
Currently spatially explicit land-change model frameworks are often parameterised to run a range of scenarios producing multiple outcomes. Often restricted in that they conform to the linearity of processes in the calibration period and rarely account for non-linear processes in the projection period (Brown et al. 2013) , which could be caused by climate, political change, commodity process and natural disasters (Müller et al. 2014) , they are set up to project examples such as 'business-as-usual' and 'strict-governance' (e.g. Soares-Filho et al. 2006) , 'moderate-' and 'severe-climate-change' (e.g. Lapola et al. 2011) , or define a probabilistic outcome calculated from multiple model iterations (e.g. Rosa et al. 2013) . To mitigate issues with non-linearity some methods have been explored by combining model projections from multiple calibration periods (Rosa et al. 2015) or recalibrating a model several times over (Soares-Filho et al. 2013) , but these methods do not combine different model framework projections into an ensemble.
In this work we trial an ensemble of projections from several spatially explicit land-change models to investigate how the outcome contrasts to the individual calibrations of the same models and batch model projections. Rather than attempt crystal ball projections of different policy scenarios, we look at an alternative application to make a retrospective analysis of policy intervention on a form of land-change, deforestation. Our design was to calibrate these models with conditions prior to policy intervention and project forwards to investigate what the land-cover outcome would have been with no policy intervention (the counterfactual) and compare against what actually happened after policy implementation. In this work we consider the achievements and further challenges that spatially explicit land-change modellers face to appraise policy intervention with this method. Our focus is on deforestation in South American tropical forests where land-change is prevalent (Fearnside 2005) . Here, a method to make a rapid appraisal of counter deforestation policies would help to quickly direct payments and investment to the right areas for forest conservation (Strassbourg et al. 2012 ). This would be a more timely strategy than the complex process of setting and monitoring reference level compliance over longer time scales proposed by the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD+) programmes (Meridian Institute 2011; Herold et al. 2012; Angelsen et al. 2013 ) and a simpler way than modelling policy impacts with complex statistical approaches requiring a number of time dependent variables (Cisneros et al. 2015; Sills et al. 2015) .
Method
We undertook this trial by producing land-change projections with a suite of different model structures that are unified only in that they employ the same set of predictor variables at the same study site. With these constraints we were unable to attract agent based and econometric modellers to participate and so we restricted the experiment to spatially explicit models implemented by willing participants. We defined a set period, 2000-2004, prior to aggressive deforestation mitigation policies, for the models to be calibrated within. The modellers were to assume that whatever calibration interval was set within this period, future conditions would continue as they were in the calibration period. Assuming this linearity, each projection would be to a fixed year, 2012, producing a counterfactual businessas-usual scenario. With no maps to validate a counterfactual scenario, we tested that patterns of change in the projections were non-random and spatially acceptable. The counterfactual maps were combined into an ensemble. The difference between actual and modelled deforestation was then calculated for the individual projections, batch projections and ensembles to work out the percentage of forest saved from policy intervention. The results were compared to consider the uncertainties of each approach. We then assessed the availability of a control model, where policy is absent or had no impact, to estimate potential error margins of the models and ensembles to increase support for the predicted impact of these policies. The work used data from Paragominas, a municipality located in the state of Pará, Brazil, where a reduction of deforestation rates has been attributed to the enforcement of environmental policy (see study site).
Study site
Paragominas is a 19,465 km 2 Brazilian municipality located in the North-East region of the State of Pará (3.2°S, 47.5°W) (Fig. 1a) . Established in the 1960s, it is one of many municipalities in Brazil which has undergone extensive deforestation yet still has large areas of forest available for exploitation. Colonisation of the area was assisted by the construction of the Brasília to Belém Highway in 1959 running north-south through the centre of the region. Expansion of cattle pasture (Hecht 1985) , followed by timber extraction in the 1990s (Verissimo et al. 2002; Brito et al. 2010; Nunes et al. 2014) and then a return to agriculture encouraged by mechanisation (Pinto et al. 2009 ) has driven deforestation. By 2004, the federal level Action Plan for the Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Amazon (PPCDAm) (Brazil 2004 ) was enforced to provide better deforestation monitoring and controls in an effort to reduce deforestation rates. In 2008, government campaigns became much more aggressive aiming to reduce the deforestation rates by 20% of the annual average observed between 1996 and 2005 (Nepstad et al. 2009 ). Paragominas and 36 other municipalities were placed on a 'black-list' for deforestation by the Ministry of the Environment with penalties with respect to credit, access to markets, and additional uncompromising enforcement from IBAMA, the National Environmental Enforcement Agency (Nepstad et al. 2009; Piketty et al. 2015) . Liberation from the embargo list required a reduction of annual deforestation to below 40 km 2 per year with at least 80% of the rural properties in the Environmental Registry Database (CAR), forcing landowners to declare their production activities. In 2010, Paragominas was first to meet these criteria to become classed as a 'Green Municipality' (Whately and Campanili 2013; Viana et al. 2016 ).
Monitoring of deforestation by PRODES shows continued forest clearance since 2000 with a general fall in deforestation rates, with some negative reactions to new policy, often manifest as land grabbing, shown as pulses of increased deforestation rates (Fig. 1b) .
Data
The modelling was confined within the municipality of Paragominas, demarked by the study area bounds (Fig. 1) . The model predictor variables were: distance to rivers, distance to roads, settlement boundaries, indigenous lands, altitude, protected area importance, soil type, a binary land-cover classification of forest and non-forest for 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 and 2004 , water bodies, and a large number of socioeconomic data layers referring to income, education and data from the 2000 census (full details and sources in the Online resource). All data was resampled to 200 m resolution for all years between 2000 and 2004 inclusive. We also prepared a binary land-cover classification of forest and non-forest for 2012, representing actual land-cover conditions at the end of the projection period. This 2012 map was withheld from the modelling groups to ensure each model prediction was blind. The calibration period needed to fit into a short period at the beginning of the data set and predict within the remainder of the data set.
For practical purposes using a calibration period from 2000 to 2004 allowed calibration time steps of 1-4 years, multiples of 2012, making maximum use of the data available at the time of research. Where a grid cell showed change to non-forest between 2004 and 2012 in each projection, the cell was categorised as deforested and used to calculate the cumulative score of deforestation in that projection. In the ensemble, the proportion of deforestation in each grid cell was calculated on the level of agreement in each grid cell as opposed an all or nothing calculation for individual projections.
Participating land-change models
All modelling approaches were spatially explicit and used deterministic, probabilistic and stochastic methods to select pixels for land-cover change. Models were constructed and run by modelling groups familiar with, and involved in the development of, the various platforms. Our volunteer groups were by no means exhaustive of all land-change modelling frameworks, for instance there were no agent based or econometric models, although the ensemble did provide a variety of modelling approaches. We used allocation models, with some able to account for characteristics in the landscape, where each pixel is allocated a probability based on an extrapolation in rates of change, and if capable based on spatial proximity to another variable. We did not include variations in commodity prices which can improve spatial choices in the modelled area, and we acknowledge that these models are weaker when it comes to ascribing amount and location of change (Pontius 2000; van Vliet et al. 2016) .
Modelling groups were free to choose the transition period(s) they used to calibrate their models and the (sub)set of variables they incorporated into that calibration. The only restriction placed on modelling groups was a requirement to generate binary forest and non-forest prediction maps for the year 2012. In this short calibration period of 4 years the variability in annual rates means particular choices of beginning and end time periods of the calibration may contain extreme rates of change. For example, a calibration using 2003 data (Fig. 1b) may exaggerate the calibration of land-change rate resulting in excessive or reduced deforestation projections which, when measured against reality, may be considered the least credible projections. The participating model frameworks were Lulcc-R (Moulds et al. 2015) , StocModLCC (Rosa et al. 2013 
Lulcc-R (LUCR)
All deforested cells were identified and an R machine learning algorithm, randomForest, was used to relate observed land-cover change against all the available 81 predictor variables combined. A training partition with 10% of the data to fit the model was applied, with the remaining data used to test the models with the receiver operator characteristic (ROC). Using the obtained statistical calibration, a simple demand scenario based on a continuation of the observed deforestation rate was constructed. Then, an ordered allocation procedure was followed whereby cells were arranged in order of suitability for deforestation. Working from high suitability to low suitability, the cells were compared to a random number between 0 and 1 drawn from a uniform distribution. The cell in question was deforested if the suitability was greater than the random number (thus the results are one instance of multiple possible realisations), producing a forest, non-forest map.
StocModLCC (SM)
SM uses, for each calibration period, a stepwise logistic regression to determine the best combination of predictor variables, using a maximum likelihood score determined from multiple iterations with different variable parameterisations. These predictor variables (plus the contagion parameter characteristic of the model) were then used to simulate land-cover change. The model also includes a stochastic element and avoids deterministic behaviour by using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling technique. Consisting of a posterior mean and confidence range for each of the predictor variables a draw from this distribution adds a random element on a pixel by pixel basis (Rosa et al. 2013 ). The model is run 100 times for each calibration period, producing binary forest/non-forest maps, which when combined provide a probability that a pixel was deforested. For the ensemble, a threshold probability score derived from the average number of change pixels of the 100 runs was then applied to the probability scores to create a binary forest and non-forest map.
TerrSet land-change modeler: Imazon (TS-IM)
For this study, the TerrSet land-change modeler (LCM) with the multi-level perceptron (MLP) machine learning algorithm was used. LCM estimated a combination of predictor input variables that best represent the occurrence of nonforest in the forested areas. Based on the input predictor variables, the MLP calculated the potential of a pixel to change, to produce a probability map of change. The model then calculated the proportion of each land-cover transition and allocated change accordingly by imposing the rate calculation from the calibration. No dynamic or constraint variables were used and the rate of change to non-forest between 2004 and 2012 was calculated using the Markov chain option.
TerrSet land-change modeler: Clark Labs (TS-CL)
This model also used the TerrSet LCM machine learning method described above. The group operating it, however, selected a wider range of predictor variables and calibration periods. For each calibration period, four sets of conditions were produced representing, no dynamic variable and no constraint, no dynamic variable with constraint, dynamic variable with no constraint, and dynamic variable and constraint. The dynamic variable was calculated by recalculating the distance to non-forest from the result of the previous iteration. This new distance to non-forest was used to recalculate the transition potential of the pixels using the weights from the original MLP neural network model. The constraint was a 70% reduction in modelled transition potential image values within indigenous areas. The proportion of each land-cover transition was then allocated by imposing the rate calibration.
Validation and error quantification
The enforcement of policy imposes non-linear conditions on the study area and the actual deforestation outcome will be different from modelled linear conditions. As the assumption of process linearity is broken there was no reasonable way to validate each of the model land-cover projections against observed land-cover change. This poses challenges in presenting the robustness of the method, how realistic the model projections are, and quantification of errors and uncertainty; important requirements to accept this method, particularly if the outcome is to evaluate and reward policy activity. Instead, to make sure the projections are realistic, we tested if the model projections were better than a paired random model for each of the individual model projections, in which exactly the same number of change pixels (forest to non-forest) were randomly distributed. Each of the pairs were then tested for realism by calculating the Hit (H-predicted change where there was observed change), Miss (Mobserved change which was not predicted), False alarm (Fprediction of change where there was no observed change) and Correct persistence (C-predicted as no change where there was also no change in the observed) statistics (referred to as HMFC) relative to the observed 2012 map. For model projections that performed better than their random counterparts, the HMFC statistics were expected to be worse for the random case, and for model forecasts with more similarity to the 2012 map it was expected to find more hits, fewer misses and fewer false alarms. To verify the HMFC results the Jaccard (1912) Similarity Index, JSI = H/(H + M + F), was used to provide a one value summary of the similarity between the observed and predicted data, although the contribution of hits and misses cannot be discriminated. As most of the landscape actually persists including C in JSI causes high agreement, implying that all models are very good. We are concerned with agreement in change so correct persistence C is excluded. In a further test on realism of the predicted landscape, all projections were analysed with SimiVal, the Similarity Validation tool (Bradley et al. 2016 ). This tool quantifies how dissimilar each projected land-cover change map was from the reality of 2012, i.e. if the projection is a perfect case, more random or more systematically-biased in terms of landscape dimensions such as allocation, structure, and spatial autocorrelation.
Understanding the errors and uncertainty in the methodology also has challenges. Since the model assumes linearity then it would be ideal to test the procedure against linear conditions using a control model with independent data to understand if the model over-or under-predicts. In order to find this condition, a search for a location where deforestation rates were not suppressed was made, ideally with no policy enforcement and within reasonable distance of the study site where controls are likely to be similar. For each adjacent municipality around Paragominas average rates were calculated from PRODES deforestation statistics for the period 2000-2004, for the pre-policy conditions, and 2005-2012, for the policy enforcement period. An ANOVA test was applied to find significantly different cases.
Ensemble
Using the consensus technique that ecological modellers have found to be desirable (Araújo and New 2007) , model agreement was determined by stacking together the model projections and summing the number of times each pixel had been selected to deforest. Where at least one model predicted change in the pixel the mean and variance was then calculated. Ensemble results comprised a stack of binary data containing 1's and 0's, so we used a bootstrapping technique to quantify uncertainty around the mean prediction. We resampled the population of values in each pixel 1000 times to create a 95% confidence interval. The new mean, or level of agreement, was used as a value to calculate the proportional loss of forest in each pixel. These scores were then aggregated for the whole of the study area. This was repeated for the upper and lower 95% confidence limits, to give the upper and lower bounds for the forest loss estimate. The ensemble forest loss estimates were compared to forest loss estimates for the individual projections and against actual forest lost within the study area.
Results

Projection and ensembles
Overall, there were 21 projections from the modelling groups, with seven projections sharing the same calibration interval of 4 years and a further 14 projections of overlapping annual, biannual and triple year time intervals (Table 1) . Two of the models had a batch of projections and the rest were stand-alone projections. Using the variety of calibration intervals, two consensus ensembles were created to investigate how calibration interval would affect the ensemble. One where the calibration period was consistent for all of the projections, from 2000 to 2004 called 'Uniform cal', and another ensemble using all projections regardless of the calibration period called 'Diverse cal'.
Validation
Individual models had low JSI values (from 0.06 to 0.18), which was better than their random counterparts (0.03-0.06).
The HMFC statistics show a high percentage of false alarms (3.3-10.3%) for individual models, with just 0.4-2.3% hits and 1.8-3.6% misses. This arose primarily because most of the projections allocated more pixels for change than actually occurred, raising false alarms. Again, the model projections performed better than their random counterparts which had a lower percentage of hits (0.2-0.6%) and a greater percentage of misses (3.2-3.9%). The two consensus ensembles, Uniform cal, and Diverse cal, had JSI scores of 0.13 and 0.14 and also performed better than their random counterparts. Before correction for agreement, the ensembles projected a much greater absolute change (almost seven times more area than 2012, 3884.0 and 5191.2 km 2 ) than actual. Consequently, HMFC statistics had the greater numbers of hits (3.0 and 3.4%) and false alarms (16.9 and 23.2%) with fewer misses (1.0 and 0.6%). However, once the data was bootstrapped to account for the probability of agreement between projections the proportional loss of forest fell for Uniform cal to 1565.5 km 2 and for Diverse cal to 1653.2 km 2 . The ensemble probabilities are shown (Fig. 2) . In terms of allocation, structure and spatial autocorrelation, SimiVal validation (Fig. 3) , indicated that the model projections demonstrated outcomes with no direct replication of 2012, the extreme cases of systematic-bias or randomness. Overall the different combinations of calibrations and models have, as expected, produced a variety of modelled outcomes. The ensembles Uniform cal and Diverse cal that combine this variety are found within the cloud of Fig. 2 The probability of deforestation using the consensus ensemble method for a Uniform cal and, b Diverse cal different in different municipalities, there was a marked decrease in rates for virtually all municipalities between the two time points (Fig. 4a) . No municipalities in [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] continued to deforest at the same rates as 2000-2004 and none of the rate differences were significantly different from the rest. A suitable control case to quantify errors and uncertainty of the projections and ensemble could not be found, even when the search was expanded to all municipalities in Brazil. It seems that events after 2004 resulted in a net decrease in deforestation. The only way to identify an example resembling control conditions was to reduce the aggregate time step (Fig. 4b) . In this case, coincidental to the 2008 black listing policy where average deforestation rates increased in three municipalities during 2009-2012. Although this indicated potential for control conditions for this method this was an inappropriate interval for the model calibration and target date used.
Forest loss estimates
The actual amount of deforestation lost from 2004 to 2012 for Paragominas was recorded as 19,662 pixels or 786.5 km 2 spread across the municipality (Fig. 1) , a value lower than projected by most model projections ranging from 508.6 km 2 through to 2425.0 km 2 and the ensembles projecting around 1600 km 2 . Single model projections from all four modelling frameworks, SIN (Fig. 5) , calibrated between 2000 and 2004 produced a range of estimates, with the most similar estimates from the TS-CL projections (lowest ~1104.96 km 2 ) through to SM which predicted 2425.04 km 2 , over three times more loss than reality. This indicates the influence different frameworks can have on rate calculations and spatial choices (if accommodated in the model) even when the calibration length and predictive variables are similar. Conversely the TS-CL series calculated similar amounts as they were projected from similar rate calculations. However, these projections were observed to allocate change in different places because of the enforced calibration conditions of protected areas and changing proximity to non-forest. Using the extremes of these single projections the difference saved between the business-as-usual projections and actual deforestation as a result of policy enforcement is quantified to be between 29% (TS-CL 7) and 68% (SM).
The individual batch projections from SM (7) and TS-CL (12) give quite variable amounts and ranges of forest loss, BX (Fig. 5) with an average loss of 1277.54 km 2 . These results highlight the variance on the model outcomes by using short and different calibration periods, even within a single modelling framework. For TS-CL the effect of using a calibration with a lower deforestation rate is that those projections have the least change. Those runs from 2000 to 2004 have moderate amounts of change and those calibrations using the 2003-2004 interval have the greatest amounts of change. This is not as clear cut in SM as the largest 4 and 2 year intervals have the greatest amount of change and single year intervals mostly result in the least amount of change, despite sometimes including the 2003 low rate, suggesting that in this framework the choice of different predictor variables and spatial component for each projection have a strong influence on the model outcomes. The difference in forest loss from actual was: +786.69 km 2 for the average of SM (7), +491.04 km 2 for the average of TS-CL (12). The difference saved between the business-as-usual projections and actual deforestation as a result of policy enforcement is quantified as 49% (SM (7)) and 38% (TS-CL (12)).
The bootstrapped consensus ensembles gave similar projections of forest loss Uniform cal, 1567.75 km 2 and, Diverse cal, 1656.66 km 2 , with the main difference being that the Diverse cal had a narrower confidence interval around the ensemble prediction, EN (Fig. 5) . The difference in forest loss from actual was: +781.25 km 2 for Uniform cal and +870.16 km 2 for Diverse cal indicating policy enforcement can be quantified to have saved 50% (Uniform cal) and 53% (Diverse cal) of the projected deforestation.
Discussion
In this ensemble trial we were able to approach some of the challenges of building a land-change model ensemble. We built the ensemble using the consensus approach which has been successfully applied in other disciplines such as ecology (Araújo and New 2007; Buisson et al. 2010; Zang et al. 2015) . We combined outputs of four model frameworks and were able to constrain the modelling conditions to a standardised set of predictive variables and limit the calibration constraints to a time before new deforestation mitigation policies were enforced. The outcome was a series of counterfactual scenarios in 2012 as if policies were not implemented. Most projections and the ensembles showed that in the absence of these policies, the study area modelled would have suffered greater deforestation than reality in 2012, although there were contrasts in terms of the amounts, the range of results, and certainty between the single projections, batch projections and the ensembles. We emphasise that these are experimental results to illustrate this trial in a land-change modelling ensemble and there are further methodological considerations before this approach can become an operational tool for a retrospective assessment of policy impacts to mitigate deforestation.
With no independent data to prove that the ensembles provide reliable results, we executed two methods to assess the realism of the model projections that fed into the ensembles: the HMFC statistics and SimiVal comparison. HMFC statistics for the random versions of the models were different to the model projections. We found that all individual model projections were more realistic than the random projections which produced many more false alarms and fewer hits, because random projections disregard the probability and likely locations of land-cover change that a calibrated model will calculate. SimiVal showed different degrees of variation in structure and outcomes of land-cover change, the projections were neither strongly random nor systematically-biased, and structural changes of land-cover change were realistic, albeit in different manners and with outcomes that differed in their specifics (Fig. 3 ). Importantly, the high level of dissimilarity among projections clearly demonstrates that the ensemble was not built from a set of model clones.
Out of all the projections and methods, single projections from different frameworks produce widely different results. Using a stand-alone single model projection would be unreliable without verification. It is impossible to know if individual counterfactuals are anywhere within range of a likely non-policy scenario and there is no conventional form of validation to test the final projection. On the other hand, batch projections from individual frameworks can provide a range of outcomes, along with uncertainty marked by extreme individual projections. Analysts can be selective with outcomes that are realistic and appropriate for their needs or use a mean outcome within an envelope of range. However, different frameworks can produce a different mean outcome and range in comparison to another framework. In fact, projections from different frameworks may never overlap and without running two models analysts would never know. Thus, analysts using a single model framework with many projections are still uncertain of the reliability of their outcome without a second opinion. In contrast, the ensemble produces a single result with an error margin based on the bootstrapped consensus provided by several opinions, in this case from four model frameworks. This was a significant outcome given the differences in internal structures, calibrations and parameterisations of the four parent modelling frameworks. With this in mind, combining all the projections into an ensemble to find the areas of agreement and variability (uncertainty) helps compensate for the lack of validation data. We also found that increasing the number of projections in the ensemble, regardless of their calibration interval, reduced the error margin bringing greater certainty to the predicted estimate. On the flip side, by bootstrapping into a single result, an element of the exploratory nature of modelling is absent as extreme cases and individual projections are no longer represented.
We identified a number of hurdles to make the ensemble, and in presenting the outcomes the process also raised further challenges that will strengthen the operational capability of this method. Before embarking on this trial, we needed to find and focus on a study location, Paragominas, where policy impacts have been reported to slow land-cover change rates through various control policies. This would test the theory that a projection based on the pre-policy conditions would predict greater magnitudes of land-cover change in comparison to policies that suppressed deforestation. We identified a time period to project into after hard line environmental policy changes were implemented from 2004. This included the PPCDAm 2004 national policy and the 2008 localised black-listing. By making the start conditions equal and insisting on a constrained calibration period using the same calibration data we aimed for a new and inclusive approach to include and account for model variability, rather than simply compare model differences (Pontius et al. 2008; Mas et al. 2014) .
One of the biggest challenges we have found is being able to provide confidence in the ensemble outcome in the absence of a parallel scenario where deforestation continued as normal. This would provide error margins if the actual processes prove to be slightly non-linear and the parallel model does not quite match. Without this quality control it would be difficult to justify an evaluation of policy impacts and distribute rewards. In this case national level policies, the PPCDAm of 2004 and actions of IBAMA up to 2008, or some other intervening factor (Müller et al. 2014) influenced many municipalities as indicated by the overall fall in aggregate percentage forest losses (Fig. 4a) . Furthermore, we cannot be sure which policy drove the change, as one of the policies may have been completely ineffective. Concentrating the model calibration and projections on shorter time scales and single policies, perhaps specific to some municipalities and not others, may eradicate these issues. For example, focus on a single policy such as the 2008 blacklisting (Fig. 4b) .
Our pre-policy era was intended to represent linear conditions with near uniform deforestation rates. In reality, as the PRODES data shows, land-change rates are volatile and vary inter-annually over a short time period (Fig. 1b) , and linear conditions are in reality rare over such short time scales. This was reflected in the decisions of some modellers to make multiple calibrations within the 2000-2004 calibration interval to try and account for continuously changing rates of deforestation. Using data within a short calibration interval introduces a greater probability of calculating projections from extreme, but real rates, as greater intervals may average out deforestation rates. Excessive rates over short time intervals are unlikely to have been sustained during the projection period, questioning the credibility of some counterfactuals. Longer time steps found in many modelling studies ) may be less susceptible to year-on-year rate differences but it is still possible to missrepresent future conditions if calculated rates between the selected calibration time points are too high or too low. A general issue in land-change modelling is that calibration has to use the data that is available, and using short time steps as we have done is not unheard of Maeda et al. 2011; Yanai et al. 2012; Rosa et al. 2013) . Additionally, using historical data to calibrate models cannot account for unpredictable non-linear shifts caused by climatic events, economic fluctuations, political shifts and natural disasters (Müller et al. 2014) . Nevertheless, whatever rates were used in the calibrations, rather than treating each projection separately, as may be done with exploratory modelling (Deadman et al. 2004 ) bootstrapping into a consensus ensemble found the common ground through agreement because the most extreme projections generated a weak consensus of opinion with low probability scores. The ensemble smoothed out the less credible results by reducing the biases of projections with extreme calibration results.
Isolating the projections with the longest calibration period (Uniform cal) showed how the outcome of the ensemble was influenced by short variable calibration rates. We found the apparently paradoxical result that the higher variability among model projections led to tighter confidence limits around the ensemble mean (Diverse cal). This outcome is, however, typical of climate ensembles as noise and unforced variability are reduced (Taylor et al. 2012) , which has also been found to be best summarised with the consensus ensemble (Buisson et al. 2010 ). An ensemble with more models provides a more statistically sound outcome regardless of the increased variance, a result that is concurrent with many other disciplines where more models are often shown to provide better outcomes (e.g. Taylor et al. 2012; Matre et al. 2014; Laprise et al. 2013; Zang et al. 2015) .
Other intervening factors that contribute to non-linear conditions that our approach did not allow for may be changing commodity prices, switches in land-use, actors that may receive certain sanctions or benefits, and the spatial footprint that these temporal changes will act on, often accounted for with agent based and econometric models. Our projections relied on a weaker element of allocation models to project location and amounts of change that are consequently seldom validated (Pontius 2000; van Vliet et al. 2016) . These additional superimposed factors may also drive spatial patterns of change; tricky to calculate with allocation models. There were some spatial choices in the modelling frameworks, SM predicted deforestation based on proximity to previously deforested pixels, and ID-CL 5, 6 and 7 considered protected land and proximity to non-forest pixels. Although allocation models are not so reliable at predicting amounts, a spatial representation is important as many modelling exercises would not have any impact without flagging the proximity of threats to untouched forests, protected areas and so on (e.g. Soares-Filho et al. 2004 , 2006 Lapola et al. 2011; Alcamo et al. 2011) . As driving forces of deforestation are spatially variable (Geist and Lambin 2002 ) modelling variations at municipality scale would be an extremely useful method for quantification of spatial similarity (Zang et al. 2015) . Modelling policy impacts countrywide may show the degree of influence that national policy enforcement has on different municipalities depending on their spatial proximity to agencies and law enforcing infrastructure and may provide an alternative approach to using countrywide historical rates to set reference levels in REDD+, particularly for smaller scale detailed 'tier3' estimates (Angelsen et al. 2013) . Governments would be able to provide near real time evidence for prevented deforestation to international committees and receive their rewards, which may be monitory or as part of carbon trading deals. Local state level governments would be able to provide the same evidence to national governments and take their share of international rewards, and if spatial detail can be resolved, individual stakeholders may be able to claim from national or international funds.
Having overcome a series of challenges to create an ensemble of land-cover model projections we have highlighted the current limitations and further improvements of this method. If operational, the method could compliment tools that typically require long term monitoring and compliance, like REDD+. This method could reduce the necessity, for intricate measurements (Meridian Institute 2011), advance plans and predictions (Herold et al. 2012) and time lags in payment (Angelsen et al. 2013 ) and perhaps contribute more quickly to the estimated cost of preventing deforestation (Nepstad et al. 2009 ). With fine tuning, this new methodological approach of ensemble modelling has potential to provide a retrospective benchmark to immediately reward efforts to avoid the effects of land-cover change (Strassburg et al. 2012) . Furthermore, this method could be applied to evaluating preservation of biodiversity and ecosystem services, and identifying specific areas that require more protection.
